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1. IP Ownership  
 

• Prior Employer Rights 
• Prior IP Agreements 
• Assignment of IP to new company  
• Reservation of Rights, if any, by founders 
• Work for Hire contracts with contractors  

 
2. Founder’s Shares / Allocation 
 

• LLC or Corporation formation 
• Allocation based on Fairness 
• Allocation based on contributions made –  

Cash, Inventions, Equipment, Connections 
• Allocation based on “sweat” & commitment 
• Plan and issue of shares / member units 
• Shares rather than options 
• Section 83(b) election 
• Common rather than preferred  
 

 
3. Vesting Schedule / Acceleration  



 
• Vesting over time & milestone achievements 
• Cancellation or repurchase of equity 
• Portion, if any, retained by founder for what he/she contributed 
• Taking account of Founder losing interest, taking another position, 

leaving the sate or otherwise moving on, no longer contributing 
• Partial or complete acceleration for liquidity event  

 
 
 
 

4. Transfer Restrictions   
 

• Buy-back in event of death, disability, divorce, bankruptcy 
• Restrictions so Shares don’t go to unwanted “partner” 
• First offer rights on sale to third party 
• Payment terms  

 
5. Minority Rights 

 
• “Drag Along” and “Tag Along” rights to cash-out                           

if  majority owner sells shares 
• Right to Financial Information 
• Right to distributions if S corporation or LLC 
 

6. Termination 
 

• Term or “At-Will” employment 
• Notice for termination 
• Termination for “Cause” 
• Severance / benefits continuation                                                     

if Termination without cause 
If Termination after change of control 

 
7. Non-compete / Confidentiality  

 
• Limited to narrow field of company 



• Coverage for company’s direct competitors 
• Non-solicitation of customers 
• No raid of employees 
• Limited duration 
• Company trade secret protection program 
• NDA for all founders, employees, contractors  
• Normal Exceptions to confidentiality obligation 
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The purpose of these materials is to offer an outlines on the subject matter of the 
presentation to officers, executives and employees on the issues of employment termination, 
wrongful termination and severance negotiations. Thus, it is hoped these materials will be 
informative to those in attendance.  These materials are not legal advice and not intended as any 
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